Abstract-C++ and object-oriented programming techniques are becoming popular for their modularity, ease of use, and simplicity to maintain and enhance. This paper describes an approach used for device simulation. The object library and organization are described. Specific areas of modularity and enhancement are illustrated in both the areas of physical models and mathematics. Comparisons of both performance and ease of enhancement are made to PISCES-11.
I. INTRODUCTION ISCES-I1
, [2] is a standard two-dimensional, two-P carrier device simulator. This simulator is written in FORTRAN and makes extensive use of overlayed common blocks. This makes for dangerous data dependencies that makes it difficult to enhance and modify. Despite these drawbacks, PISCES-I1 is an industry standard.
Object-oriented programming languages offer several benefits to programmers compared to older languages such as FORTRAN and C. First is the ability to encapsulate data. The exact data structures implementing a class are hidden from the code that uses the class. This allows changes to the class internals without requiring a rewrite of other code that uses the module. This provides for greater portability and reusability of code modules. Second is the ability to derive new objects from existing ones. This allows code to be reused and new capabilities to be added with a minimum of difficulty. The final major advantage is the separation of major modules. A well-defined interface between objects allows simultaneous development efforts without major rewrites of code modules.
All of these advantages are important and useful for device simulation. Data encapsulation allows major sections of the code to be changed without serious impact to any other areas. For example, data encapsulation allows the structure of the mesh to be changed to a more efficient representation without having to make changes in the partial differential equation assembly package. Derivation can be used to implement new physics quickly and simply. The basic mobility model class can have derived classes that implement several different mobility models. This allows rapid comparison of various published new models. Finally, the separation of functionality behind class interfaces allows new sparse matrix algorithms to be implemented without changing the equation assembly. This allows researchers of different backgrounds, e.g., mathe- maticians and physicists, to participate in the development of a single code. The approach in this code has been to subdivide a device simulator into three major components. The first component is the representation of the domain and physical quantities of interest, including the subdivision into discretization elements. The second subcomponent is the matrix algebra that solves large sparse systems of linear equations. The third subsystem represents the physics of the problem and is responsible for generating the Jacobian of the system of partial differential equations representing the physics to be simulated.
REPRESENTATION OF MESH AND DATA
The interface to the mesh and data used in this program is similar to that employed by the CFI TCAD Framework standards activity [3] , including the language, C++. However, there are three significant implementation differences. First, there is no separate geometry server since a device simulation package has no need for one. Second, and related, there are differences in the boundary representation. Third, the data is stored in a hierarchical approach as opposed to a nodeelement table. Extensions of this data storage scheme for three dimensions are possible. Fig. 1 illustrates how the program deals with mesh and data. The Fieldserver is the top object and it contains a list of Coordinates, Data objects, and Meshes. FLOODS makes use of single Fieldserver object, although multiple Fieldserver objects are possible. The Fieldserver object contains all the mesh and data information and can be used to access it. The
The face also contains information on the geometrical coupling factors for assembling PDE's. Data can be associated with any object because it is defined in the element base class object for nodes, edges, and faces. Three-dimensional simulation is not that case. Volumes will be derived from element and contain currently supported, but the data structure will extend easily for Fieldserver object also contains methods to write and read two different file formats for permanent storage of the data. Coordinate objects are derived from the location object, which is a three-space vector. A full set of numerical operations (+, -, /, *, dot, cross) are available for manipulating Location objects. The location contains the physical position of any coordinate object. The Coordinate object extends the location by including pointers to one or more Node objects. Each mesh incident on the coordinate will have a different node, so boundary coordinates point to multiple Node objects and internal mesh Coordinate objects point to only one Node object. This approach is the same as the one used in SUPREM-IV [4], and it allows abrupt changes in the solution values when the material changes. This is very important for abrupt heterostructure devices and represents a capability that is difficult to implement in PISCES-11.
A Data object is either an integer, double, or location (threelength vector) defined over the mesh. Fig. 2 diagrams the available Data objects. Typically, Data objects are defined using nodal values on the mesh, but they may also be defined on element. This is useful for storage of the particle currents edge by edge for use with assembly of the energy balance and heat flow equations. Functions exist for most mathematical operations on Data objects (+, -, /, *, etc.) as well as conversion to and from a compact vector notation used with the matrix package. Real data objects are typically used to store solution values; integer data objects are used for equation numbering in conjunction with the matrix assembly; and location data objects are used for vector fields.
Each mesh is made up of a pointer to a material, a list of nodes, edges, and faces, and a boundary representation. Each mesh corresponds to a single material, and multiple meshes may exist with the same material. The meshes are assumed to represent simply connected regions, i.e. there are no holes.
This may be overly restrictive for some geometry, particularly in the simulation of void formation. A simple extension to the structure would allow holes in the materials.
Each node contains a pointer to a single coordinate that represents the physical location of the node. The node also contains a list of all the edges incident upon it. These edges are ordered, so that the near and far end can be determined uniquely. An edge in the mesh is made up of two nodes and a list of all faces incident. The edge also contains information about its length and geometrical coupling factors for use with PDE assembly. A face contains pointers to three or more edges, each of which is ordered in a counterclockwise fashion.
All mesh objects contain pointers to the objects of one greater and one lesser dimension. The pointers to the objects of one lower dimension define the object, and the pointers to objects of one greater dimension are used to maintain traversal routines. For example, an edge contains pointers to nodes and a list of faces incident on the edge. This simplifies assembly and data storage for simulation in oneor two-dimensional spaces. In a one-dimensional simulation, an edge has an empty set of faces incident. There is no direct list of nodes contained in a face, although the information is available through the ordered edges. This simplifies the connectivity of the mesh and makes removal and addition easier for use with automatic grid generation. Methods are available that support grid refinement including node addition and removal. A method is also available to produce a Voronoi triangularization on the mesh [51.
In comparison with the TCAD framework activity, this storage scheme is more rich and easier to use with multidimensional simulation. FLOODS allows both one-and twodimensional simulation to be selected at the command line by the user. The node element table approach used in the TCAD framework is more cumbersome in this regard, because the are no specific assumptions that can be made about dimensions. In FLOODS, an edge is always a one-dimensional object, independent of the simulation space. The other major advantage is the ability to store data with any object derived from element. Consequently, it is possible to store carrier current and heat flux on an edge by edge basis for reuse in other parts of the assembly.
Looping over all the elements of a mesh is straightforward, since the mesh can return an iterator object over all elements in the mesh. The mesh returns an iterator over the highest dimensional objects contained in it. For example, to plot all elements of all meshes:
Fieldserver fs; Meshlter mi( fs.meshes() 1 ;
Besides full-dimensional meshes, interface meshes are also kept directly. The interface meshes are embedded one-dimensional objects in the two-dimensional space that represent zippers between regions. In a one-dimensional simulation, they become embedded zero-dimensional objects. Relationship between the assembly and matrix methods. The assembly package builds a Stiff object that is then passed into the add matrix package. A right-hand side vector is also produced and used by the solve method.
element method
These mesh objects make it easy to traverse boundaries and allow convenient creation of boundary conditions for the device simulator, as will be described later. These interface meshes are generated automatically by the code from the description of the full-dimensional pieces.
SPARSE MATRIX MANIPULATIONS
Separation of the physics of the partial differential equations from the numerical techniques used to solve them is desirable, so that new numerical techniques can be tried without extensive modifications to the physics being simulated. In particular, the sparse linear system needs to be separated so that advanced sparse factorization codes and iterative methods can be implemented easily. FLOODS has accomplished this by three objects: the Stiff, Vector, and Matrix classes. Fig. 3 diagrams the relationship of these objects and the assembly package.
A Stiff object matrix is a small, dense two-dimensional matrix. This matrix is used to store the Jacobian of a single mesh element. The Stiff object class includes methods that allow direct addressing of the matrix elements as well as the matrix rows. The associated right-hand side values can also be set and scattered into a vector. It also allows the equation number for each row and column to be specified. Currently, stiffness matrices are assumed to be square, but this is not a rigid restriction.
The PDE assembly code understands and can build stiffness matrices. Each assembly method for a PDE takes an element and a stiffness matrix. The stiffness matrix is filled in with the terms of the Jacobian for that PDE. The matrix class has a method, an add element, that takes a stiffness matrix and sums it into the large sparse representation of the full Jacobian of the system. This stiffness object provides the common interface between the assemble and sparse solution phases of the device assembly.
The vector class is used to pass and store the right-hand side and answer vectors. Vectors can be converted from and to data objects. All vectors have dynamic length. The vector class implements the common vector manipulations for ease of code development.
The matrix class is the actual sparse solver. It has to be able to consume stiffness elements and build whatever internal representation is required for the sparse system. Currently, all the sparse solvers are in FORTRAN or C. C++ routines were written to provide access to the library functions in the packages. Each matrix package is allowed to have separate numeric and symbolic assembly, but it is not required. The class has three main methods. The first is factorization, the second is solution for a specific right-hand side, and the third is matrix times a vector.
FLOODS currently supports three different matrix packages: DMF from the Supercomputer Research Center, UMF from the University of Florida, and Sparse, the solver from SPICE-3. The first two packages support parallel-vector environments, so that full use may be made of supercomputers in performing simulations. The most time-consuming part of the simulation, sparse factorization, can therefore easily take advantage of the most advanced computer hardware resources available.
It is very easy to implement additional sparse packages. Both UMF and the SPICE-3 solver were added to the code in under two man days of computing effort. In comparison, it took over one man month to integrate the DMF package into PISCES-I1 [I], [2] . For PISCES, adding a new package required a complete new version of two subroutines and major changes to 10 others. Approximately 3500 lines of code required changes and updates. Even with all these changes, the new version of PISCES did not support Gummel's method. An additional three subroutines would require major rewrites to support Gummel's method. This is because PISCES used direct manipulation of the sparse matrix data structures to implement boundary conditions. Consequently, changing the storage structure required a great deal of work. In contrast, implementation of the UMF and SPICE-3 solver required new derived versions of the matrix class. A total of only 177 lines of code and 11 subroutines for the SPICE-3 solver were required, and 230 lines and 12 subroutines were needed for the UMF package. This code was easy to write, since it primarily required subroutine calls to functions the package provided. No changes were required in any of the PDE assembly routines. This demonstrates the significant advantages in code development and comparison possible by use of an object oriented language. 
IV. PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
Each of the solution variables in the device simulation is represented by a Solution object. These objects contain pointers to Real Data objects that describe the values as defined on the mesh. In the case of this solver, potential, electrons, holes, lattice, and carrier temperatures may be set up as solution variables. These values are different from the data required, e.g., doping, in that they are defined by a partial differential equation on the simulation domain. Fig. 4 shows the four major derived Solution objects. Solution objects themselves are only data storage vehicals and do not contain methods for assemblying the associated partial differential equation (PDE).
The PDE assembly is performed by objects derived from the PDEinMaterial base class. There is a two-dimensional array of PDEinMaterial objects. The array has dimension of the number of meshes by number of solutions. Each mesh and each solution variable may have a unique PDEinMaterial associated with it. This allows different regions of the structure to have different PDE objects assigned to it. It is possible, for instance, to solve for energy balance in one mesh while assuming a neighboring material has the carrier temperature equal to the lattice temperature.
Each PDEinMaterial object contains methods to assemble the Jacobian in a given element associated with its steady state portion, assemble the time-dependent components, and precompute any quantities required. An extensive derived hierarchy has been developed to represent the all the different cases. Fig. 5 shows the object hierarchy of the Poisson solver. The assemble method of the PoissoninMaterial class is made up of two methods, one of which assembles the electric field terms and the other that assembles the charge terms. Only the charge terms need to be redefined for the PoissoninSemiconductor class.
The equations are assembled in a triple nested set of loops. The outermost loop is over all the meshes in the simulation domain. At this point, each PDEinMaterial object is allowed to precompute any constants that they may require. The next loop is over all the elements in mesh. These are faces in two dimensions and edges in one dimension. The innermost loop is over all the solution variables. Each PDEinMaterial assembles itself on that face, which produces a stiffness matrix that is square with dimension equal to the number of nodes in the Boundary conditions are implemented very similarly to the bulk PDE's. Each material to material interface contains an interface mesh. Boundary conditions are associated for each solution variable with the interface mesh. The PDEinInterface class is derived from PDEinMaterial with many of the same properties for assembling the boundary conditions. To the overall assembly package, the boundary conditions are implemented nearly identically.
Since the boundary conditions are implemented separately, it is possible to mix and match boundary conditions. Currently defined are Dirichlet, surface recombination, and heterostructures. These can be combined with the existing equations in any combination.
V. PHYSICAL MODELS
The class structure for physical models is designed so that high portability and short implementation time can be achieved. Both objectives can be fulfilled by the full separation of the physical models from the other parts of the program and by the careful specification of virtual functions in the base classes for the physical models. These routines control and specify the interactions between physical models and their calling sequences.
The virtual functions are responsible for the update of the physical parameters and their derivatives to solutions at each node of the meshes. These routines then need to be redefined for each different physical model implemented. Because each new model has the same set of virtual access functions, it is unnecessary to update the assembly code. For computational efficiency, nodal values and derivatives are usually saved in Data objects for fast access during assembly. For those models requiring mid-point values on edges, e.g., carrier mobility, a routine is provided that evaluates the mid-point parameters and their derivatives from the values stored at the two nodes. Since mid-point parameters are accessed only once in the assembly code, there is no need to store these values. Fig. 6 shows the hierarchy of mobility class as an example implementation. The first layer is the base class, which contains the definition of the virtual functions and the routine for evaluating mid-point mobility. The assemble methods of the continuity equation object obtain the mobility by calling this routine. The second layer is defined for easier maintenance of the program. The third layer, which separates models according to their dependency on solutions, is defined to improve the efficiency of computation. Individual models are defined in the forth layer. For each model, only those virtual functions that calculate the parameter value and its derivatives with respect to the solutions need to be defined. Required data for the computation such as the carrier concentration and dopant are provided to the object in a preset virtual function. New models can then be defined without making modifications to the PDE assembly routines. This greatly reduces the implementation time of new models and increases the portability of the existing models.
For example, Arora's model for mability [6] can be implemented as a solution-independent model that depends only on doping. If this is done, the mobility is precomputed and the derivative values are all set to zero. A better implementation of the model would include the dependence on lattice and carrier temperature. The model would then be implemented as a solution-dependent model that would require computation of the derivative values. In PISCES-11, there is a single routine that evaluates mobilities and contains only a field dependence. Implementing Arora's model would be quite easy in this case. Dorkel' s model [7] includes carrier-carrier scattering and would be implemented in FLOODS as solution dependent mobility, with a dependence on temperature and carrier concentration. However, in PISCES-I1 substantially more work would have to be performed. The mobility routine PISCES normally allows only a field dependence, which requires substantial work to change. All the calling routines would require modification as would the assembly routines to include the additional dependencies.
VI. PERFORMANCE COMPARISONS
Comparisons between PISCES-I1 and FLOODS were performed using an advanced bipolar device structure and as similar a model set as possible. The number of nodes was equal to 1374, and the same matrix package was used in the simulations. Both codes read the doping from a SUPREM-IV simulation of an advanced transistor. The simulations performed stepped the collector voltage to 2.0 V, and then swept the emitter bias negative to move the device into forward active. Both simulators used the full Newton method and solved for both carriers. FLOODS used approximately 20% more CPU time per Newton iteration. This is due to several factors. First, PISCES-I1 has been extensively optimized [8] for bipolar structures, and FLOODS has not undergone the same code optimization. Second, the PISCES-I1 models are more limited and there is some overhead associated with assembly of the Jacobian due to the more complex models available. Besides the drift-diffusion equations implemented in PISCES, FLOODS can solve energy balance for each carrier and lattice temperature. There is some additional overhead associated .with this capability since the FLOODS is more general. For example, a check must be made to determine if there is a temperature solution provided to correctly compute the driving force for electrons and holes. Finally, FLOODS has more general boundary conditions that also involve some overhead. These factors contribute to the increased CPU time.
This is more than offset by several advantages. First, since FLOODS uses dynamic memory allocation unavailable in FORTRAN, it supports any size problem that can be contained in the virtual memory of the machine. Second, FLOODS offers solution of both the lattice and carrier temperature equations. This allows simulation of advanced scaled device structures. For example, a biconjugate gradient squared iteration was combined with Newton-Raphson techniques to reduce the CPU time below the PISCES times. Although this now compares apples to oranges, the iterative technique implementation was substantially less time consuming than it would be in PISCES.
A demonstration of the new analysis and physical capability is shown in Fig. 7 . Fig. 7 compares the dc current gain (p)
as a function of collector current density for two different simulations. The first is a drift-diffusion simulation similar to the PISCES-I1 capability. The other curve shows the result with electrothermal effects turned on. The self-heating of the device tends to increase the collector current without affecting the base current. This forces the gain roll-off out to higher current densities, demonstrating that FLOODS can be used for real device analysis and is not just a programming exercise. Finally, coding time for new models is substantially reduced. A compositional-dependent band gap narrowing model for use with Si-Ge devices was added in a single day. This would be difficult to achieve in PISCES at all, because of the limited data structures in PISCES-11. Also, as mentioned earlier, new numerical methods can also be implemented quickly.
VII. CONCLUSION
A new methodology for device simulation is described utilizing object-oriented programming techniques. This methodology allows for rapid prototyping of new models and easier collaboration between physicists and numerical analysists. There is very little performance penalty for the object-oriented approach and considerable time savings in code and model development. 
